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To provide insight to the process which engages nature and design, this collection of work shines light on the educational

methods currently being explored in China's top institutions

Bio-inspired design is both simple and complex.

Simple because it provides an easy reference to discuss ideas through a means we all can relate to and become inspired by – the natural

world. The topic engages a spectrum of professionals, from environmental enthusiasts to design professionals and scientists.

The complexity arises when we need to understand beyond what we see and understand how nature works. At many levels, we are

still exploring how systems are inter-related and to decipher these relationships we have to look beyond the idealized inspiration.

Throughout the world, research and development that focuses on bio-inspiration has been steadily increasing and is expected to

continue to do so for the next two decades. Currently, China is one of the leaders in scholarly articles focusing on bio-inspiration.

Although this topic is developing at an impressive rate, much of the public awareness of bio-inspiration and similar areas of research

such as biomimetics and biomimicry is relatively unknown. Therefore, to provide insight into this process, this collection of work shines

light on the methods currently being explored in China’s top institutions.

Mary Polites has taught studios, lectures and seminars related to biomimicry and environmental design at the Tongji Shanghai Design

and Innovation College (D&I). Her background is in architecture with professional experience in architecture, urban design and

landscapes. She completed her master of architecture at the Architectural Association in London in Emergent Technologies and Design

program (EMTECH). She has taught at Washington State University and currently is a tutor for units at the Architectural Association

Visiting School in Shanghai. At the D&I she directs the BiDL (Biomimetic Design Lab) in leading research focused of biomimetic design

in the context of Shanghai.
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